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Knowledge, Information and Energy
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• Knowledge and information are not free of cost.
• Scientific knowledge is a small fraction of actual knowledge. (And
a small fraction of the actual useful knoweldge!)
• The information sector is energy intensive.
• Society ignores the risk of dependence.

Some Physics
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• Physically, information is equivalent to energy: 1 Bit of information equals kT ln 2 ≈ 1, 38 · 290 ln 2 · 10−23 J = 2.76 · 10−21 J (Maxwell’s demon). The entire (known) universe is equivalent to 10120
bits of information.
• Practical limits (J/Bit) are far higher. The best physical storage
disks consumes 1 Million times more energy per bit. (And this is
only raw data.)
• Reliability decreases with energy invested per bit.

Real World
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• Greenpeace estimated the cost of the internet to exceed the (electrical) power consumption of India (623 TWh/a for data centers
and telecommunication network in 2007, roughly 70 GW).
• Cloud computing is responsible for 2% of GHG.
• In 2011, 7.2 Exabytes of data were sent by mobile phone (Exa =
1018).
(Greenpeace: How Clean is Your Cloud? 2012)
If one includes emergy (= embodied energy) in the calculation (yearly
hardware production and maintainance) one gets a power consumption
between 170 and 307 GW (Raghawan & Ma 2011). In 2011, e-power
generation was approx 2500 GW, total power 17 000 GW.

Information Technology
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• James Beniger (The Control Revolution, 1986) attributes the rise
of computers (and information technology) to the need to control
material flows and prices.
• Today information technology is considered itself a driver of growth.
• Robert Gordon (The Rise and Fall of US Growth, 2016) disagrees:
The period of growth is over, all we are left with is gadgets.
• Information technology is portrayed as a means of energy saving
(→ decoupling of growth). There is however no evidence.

Education

• The goal of education is to pass on knowledge
• Increasingly, schools and universities are failing:
– Emphasis on motivation (which is increasingly lacking)
– Emphasis on skills, deemphasis on knowledge
– Bureaucratization of all sectors leaves less time to teach
– Counterproductive teaching methods mandated from above
• Increasingly, parents leave the education to the state
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Why Are Universities Not Responding to the Challenge?
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• Society as a whole is blind to its energy consumption. This includes professors!
• Universities are increasingly forced to chase the market (ie make
or attract money).
• Doing things with less energy / less technology is antithetical to
the mission of the universities, which is creating tomorrow’s technologies!

Thank you!
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